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Manhattan Center Productions: Mission & Goals

Mission:
Our mission is to transform the Manhattan Center Productions into a multimedia complex
designed to attract entertainers and educators for live, recorded and broadcast events;
then extending our value proposition through a stellar content delivery system.
Goals:
Maintain state-of-the-art venues and production facilities along with a pool of expert
industry professionals and talents, to assist ownership in fulfilling its Global Mission.
Develop assets for growth and profitability to support ownership in its goals toward
fulfilling its Global Mission.
Maintaining and caring for the Manhattan Center building, while optimizing its use and
value proposition for ownership.
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Business Plan: Channel Partner Development
This Business Plan is written to explore how property utilization at the Manhattan Center
combined with “Channel Partners” can support its above referenced Mission and Goals.
The structure of the enterprise, which is already under
review, will be instrumental in how the alliance between
resident Channel Partners (i.e. Lalabela Entertainment
Group) and the Manhattan Center will effectively co-exist
while operating profitably. Which is the sole mission of the
writer and this Business Plan.
While the current relationship is called an alliance, please note that Channel Partners are
deemed to be one in the same. In this plan, these alliances are called Channel Partners
and defined as a business relationship providing co-branding opportunities to sell, market
and distribute independent and mutually produced properties within a well-defined model
for physical and digital delivery. The model perspective can then be replicated with
multiple partners with ease.
Channel Partners operating with autonomy, while unifying their brand magic with the
Manhattan Center, is a hybrid model for professional success and financial profitability
for both entities. Its development will transcend the enterprises reputation in the industry,
develop cutting edge digital media, and diversify the current revenue streams for future
relevance.
In today’s marketplace, content is king. And the format of this content is digital. In the
past, live events were prized as unique opportunities to experience out of the ordinary
moments. Today we have the internet where content is available and accessible at the
leisure of the user. The live
events of days passed, while
still prized, now hold different
expectations and access
points - live is no longer the
only option or desire. The
public is still interested in
events after they happen and
new mediums of hosting
provides access to these
events over and over as desired.
In this marketplace, content
and accessibility are crucial.
Tapping
into
content
creation and ownership will
allow the Manhattan Center
and its Channel Partners the opportunity to reinvent themselves in the image of this new
marketplace. Past content can be repurposed for online viewing and new events can be
marketed in person, live-streamed, and taped for later viewing. This opens up a wider
revenue stream with varied pricing models. Taking the existing popularity of the
Manhattan Center, and bringing it fully into the present and future of content creation and
marketing will help ensure its longevity and success.
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Current Business Environment Analysis

Based on current financial records, the Manhattan Center has experienced a significant
turn-around in the past two years due to one client, Al-Jazeera, and a partner booking
Event Services.


Al-Jazeera has been a positive impact on the bottom
line though possibly short lived as they have
renewed a short-term contract for which
management’s expectations are they will move at
the end of its term, and



Event Services bookings remain high with bigbudget client events. Management expects to
continue to see profitable results in this strategy with the possibility of extending
into other revenue streams.

Prior to the arrival of Al-Jazeera, the Center was in a deficit for numerous years. This
spoke to the need for diversification, an industry-focused platform to attract artists and a
strategy for new profit centers.
Current trends in the music and entertainment industry all point to the rise of digital
content and consumer driven applications. Thus, developing a strategy for dual use of the
facilities bears consideration. Growing the big-budget client events alongside lowerbudgeted artist events can optimize utilization of the facilities. While the big-budget
events have already proven to be profitable, artist events can build new revenue streams
for subscriptions and on-demand purchases through content development.
The cost of attending an event or concert for instance can easily add up into the hundreds
of dollars for consumers. The experience may be once in a lifetime but a live-streamed or
taped version of the same concert or event may come in at $10 per view. The two costs
are so far apart, and in today’s economic climate, the digital option is much more feasible
for a multitude of average persons. Looking across the entertainment industry, music is
being streamed on sites like Tidal, Spotify, and Apple Music, whereas television and
movies are available on YouTube, Netflix, and Hulu. The old time need for cable
television and radio are going by the wayside. Online streaming sites are making profits
and increasing their revenues monthly. Today’s marketplace is not yet so saturated that a
new streaming service would be lost or unable to gain clients. Apple only recently
launched their music-streaming site.
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The Music Industry is First to Arrive in the Digital Age

http://www.statista.com/chart/1620/top-10-traffic-hogs/
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Opportunities and Challenges
Opportunities
The Manhattan Center is looking to form alliances with partners to mutually increase
each other’s economic viability and sustainability. It is poised to use and upgrade existing
facilities and seeking partners to provide talent and content to increase revenue streams
that are both traditional and new form digital, thereby enhancing their opportunities for
long-term stability through burgeoning technologies and digital opportunities.
Working with Channel Partners provides the Manhattan Center with the opportunity to
capitalize on changing multimedia markets
through the efforts of experienced and talented
professionals while providing currently
underutilized resources and venues. A perfect
relationship that allows each Partner to bring
valued assets to the table for the benefit of both.
While entering new markets can be risky,
creating a model of dual responsibility is
instrumental for a focused risk management
approach.
The new opportunities afforded both parties
include branding, content development and revenue diversification through venues to
include audio recording, video creation, film production, educational programming,
concert and event hosting. Incorporating distribution channels to include live, recorded,
on-line, streaming and on-demand from already developed platforms such as YouTube
and Facebook to newly created proprietary channels on Roku or Apple TV.
Content is King
In today’s world, you grab consumers’ attention with content. This content must be
relevant, accessible and cost effective. The more content the better your chances are to
have repeat customers. Building repeat customers positions you to build out a
subscription based model. Until you provide content and value, you cannot monetize. So,
it behooves the Manhattan Center to seek numerous Channel Partners that can help them
to round out their content and relevancy offerings. Following are other considerations for
content revenue diversification:
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Ownership
Owning content allows for the possibility of present and future sales. The content
can be marketed and transformed over time giving the owner numerous
opportunities to profit in the long-term. Manhattan Center currently owned
properties should be assessed for redistribution through these new market channels.
Additionally, Manhattan Center should explore shared content ownership
opportunities with Channel Partners.

Licensing
Licensing is another way that content can be used to generate income. This means
that the content owner can make their content available in avenues and methods that
they do not themselves have access to. Manhattan Center currently owned properties
should be assessed for licensing potential and cataloged to market and sell in venues
that can reach their targeted audience.
Sales
Selling content can come in many forms such as one-time rental, subscription access,
or outright purchasing. By providing the ability for consumers to choose how they
want to access content, more consumers can be accommodated which means more
income can be generated. Manhattan Center currently owned properties should be
assessed to determine the value of what can be sellable vs. what can be used to build
out free content for various distribution channels.
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Channel Partner
Products, Services and Initiatives
Content
Music
Video
Film
Television
Original
Repurposed
Articles
Books
Stories
Documentary
Instruction
Graphic Design
Live Events
Concerts
Seminars

Workshops
Lectures
Pitch Events
Merchandise
Programs
Downloads
Apps
Software
Education
Academy
Seminars
Internships
Educational Material
Training

Artist
Development
Content Providers
Songwriters
Producers
TV/Film Writers
Video Production
Graphic Design
Distribution
Internet
Film & Television
Streaming
Educational Materials
Sales & Marketing

Market Analysis
Market Size
The market for digital content has no borders. This
means that the market size is the whole world that has
online access. The potential is high to reach very
underserved areas with digital content. The IFPI
(International Federation of the Phonographic Industry)
represents the worldwide recording industry. Following
is a link to their annual report on the state of digital
music.
http://www.ifpi.org/downloads/Digital-Music-Report2015.pdf
Page 6, and 7 of the report have relevant charts. Growth of streaming market size is on
page 15 of report. Page 32 has a graphic relating statistics for music and videos on
YouTube (9 out of 10 of the most watched videos are music related). Statistics for music
driving social media is found on page 33.
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Market Trends

Live performance, whether in-person or live streamed, is highly profitable and indemand. “IFPI publishes Digital Music Report 2015” states that “subscription services
are now at the heart of the music industry’s portfolio of businesses, representing 23 per
cent of the digital market and generating US$1.6 billion in trade revenues.”
Key Trends in Digital Music






69 per cent of Internet users accessed a licensed digital music service in the last six
months.
Awareness of licensed services, such as iTunes, Spotify and YouTube, is high and
some 38 per cent of respondents agree strongly or agree a little that they are happy to
access music online, rather than own a CD or digital file.
International music markets in early 2015 continued to surge in consumer uptake of
streaming services.
The IPSOS research shows that 35 per cent of consumers have accessed free music
streaming services in the last six months, compared to 16 per cent using paid-for
music subscription services.
New payment models. Digital services are increasingly tailoring their offerings to
reach different segments of consumers.

Industry Research Reports
http://www.ifpi.org/news/Global-digital-music-revenues-match-physical-format-sales-for-first-time
http://www.ifpi.org/downloads/Digital-Music-Report-2015.pdf
http://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/in/Documents/technology-media-telecommunications/intmt-rise-of-on-demand-content.pdf
http://www.statista.com/statistics/198744/percentage-of-video-on-demand-subscribers-in-selectedcountries/
http://www.marketsandmarkets.com/Market-Reports/audio-video-on-demand-avod-market-1046.html
http://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/video-on-demand-vod-market
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Channel Partner: The Lalabela Entertainment Group
As stated by “Commissioner” Gordon Williams
“So what we are effectively selling is “popularity” rather than “units”. “Views” just as
much if not more than downloads. For example, being the copyright holder on a song
that has 2 or 3 million views could be worth a substantial amount in advertising,
licensing and syncing in television and film. This is the reason content is KING and
companies like Live Nation and AEG have gone to 360 models. It is to acquire copyright
/ publishing rights. This is why Michael Jackson and Bob Marley’s estates are worth
billions (yes billions), publishing not record sales.”
Lalabela Entertainment Group is an organization founded by Multi-Grammy Award
Winning Producer/Recording Engineer “Commissioner” Gordon Williams. Over his
thirty-five year career, Mr. Williams has won seven Grammy Awards, and has been
recognized for his creation of educational programs targeting inner-city youth. The list of
artists that Commissioner has worked with is impressive, his list of collaborations include
Alicia Keys, Lauryn Hill, Carlos Santa, Josh Stone, Amy Winehouse and Quincy Jones.

Channel Partnership
Lalabela is excited to foster this partnership and has invested time, money and
relationships to ensure its success. The idea of bringing the Lalabela Entertainment
Group to the Manhattan Center is predicated on building a strategic alliance with one of
the best multimedia production facilities and event venues in New York City.
Manhattan Center offers a wealth of production capabilities that will enable the
partnership to create content, own it, license it and sell it to the masses across various
distribution channels around the world. This with Lalabela’s development services for
entertainment talent, concerts, albums and other audio and video properties enjoying a
strong fan base waiting for reasons to engage.
Under this alliance the parties will develop talent and content, package it for distribution
through various physical and digital channels, and focus on growing the fan base for all
talents and properties. Driving fans to subscribe and on-demand events which, managed
right, creates a complete feeder system for content delivery and viewer engagement.
When you grow the fan base you grow your revenue.
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Outlook: Lalabela Entertainment Group
Lalabela welcomes this opportunity to team with the Manhattan Center for the benefit of
developing content to assist in growing out a library of musical properties to include
concerts, album, single and extended play downloads along with fan-based social events.
Strategically placing physical products such as CDs and vinyl in relevant markets
especially overseas. Using digital media and means to grow the fan base for both the
trifecta of the talent and the alliance partners through social media marketing combined
with revenue diversification from licensing, sync placements, sponsorships,
merchandising and touring.
Project A: Artist and Property Development
Lalabella will build talent from within, establishing production and songwriting
teams to work with both up-and-coming and semi-established recording artists,
songwriters and producers. With revenue shares similar to business incubators and
accelerators. Talents pay below market fees for time spent in audio studios and
writing rooms with revenue share from deliverables through content ownership.
Employing a talent management strategy of developing “B” artists’ through
recorded concerts, “jam sessions” and social gatherings for live stream, thereby
growing the fan base and pool of talent while driving revenue through both
activities at the Center during off-times and on-demand content.
Additionally, to spur content development for the streaming content properties,
Lalabela will source and develop catalogs that will include masters where artists
deliver already produced songs and music.
Project B: Alliance Signed Artists
Manhattan Center & Lalabela mutually agree to sign, record and market artist(s)
they both have a vested interest in. Manhattan Center and Lalabela participate in
the financial investment of each project on the marketing, promotions and other
expenses as identified. Lalabela will provide distribution and label services support
through its distributors.
For potential music releases under Project B, the alliance will source Artist’s from
showcases hosted at the Manhattan Center or at other music industry events with
an existing following on social media, building radio play and songs that could
already potentially have a sales history yet lacking proper distribution partners.
Under Project B, the alliance identifies and moves the needle for artists looking to
breakout. Success will require unique cohesiveness between Manhattan Center and
Lalabela to develop the artist without overspending on such things as production,
publicity, social media marketing etc.
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Project C: Lalabela Signed Artists
Lalabela signs, markets, promotes and distributes artist’s that are brought in house
by its executives. The alliance will split the identified expenses on a project basis
which may include associated costs of recording, video/photo shoots and private
performances by the artists. Likewise the projects’ development dictates the
income and revenue share percentages which may or may not include marketing,
sells or financial contribute.
Lalabela has currently identified and signed projects for sales and distribution
through both of its worldwide distribution partners. Lalabela expenses to date are
approximately $175,000.00 and includes recording, marketing, artists’
development, and outfitting its studios with hardware & software, and renovation /
build out of office spaces on the 10th floor. This has enabled Lalabela to keep costs
at a very minimum in terms of recording and marketing on many of the projects
that are ready for distribution in 2015.

Key Personnel:
Gordon Williams – Mr. Williams served as Senior Director of A&R
at Sony Music. While there he had direct responsibility for the
development of many multi-platinum albums. Gordon oversaw the
creative production of artist’s projects, as well as helping to formulate
the design of sales and marketing strategies. His responsibility at
Sony also included interacting with personnel of Sony’s New York
City multi-media facility, a compound that consisted of multiple recording studios and
two large sound stages. These combined experiences gave Mr. Williams a unique view,
having to instigate creative production, and also having a hand in the day-to-day
operations of Sony’s production facility.
Lalabela is an organization spearheaded by Mr. Williams’ vast experience in the music
industry, but Lalabela Entertainment employs additional mediums to communicate its
mission i.e. the Internet, film & television, and educational materials. In creating
Lalabela, Commissioner has assembled a group of seasoned industry veterans. This
veteran team brings a wealth of experience to the table, having been involved in over 100
million albums sold. The company’s vast experience includes expertise in music
publishing, music production, music distribution, artist development, video production,
graphic design and sales & marketing.
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Frank Toro – A sales and marketing executive, seasoned in
designing and executing marketing plans for record labels and
artists, artist development, event marketing, branding music with
top tier companies in beverage, hospitality, fashion, TV/film. He’s
extremely knowledgeable of all social media platforms and how
to integrate them into successful marketing campaigns, music
licensing and placements and radio.
Mr. Toro’s areas of expertise include marketing, sales and branding strategies, event
marketing, team management / leadership, sponsorships / partnerships, digital and social
media platforms, and budget planning and forecasting. His genre experiences with new
business development include hip-hop music, top 40, Latin, World, EDM and alternative.
Big Fella - A music artist who has a great love for music and
has an eye for talent. This led Big to being a head of Mother
Mary Music Publishing on Nashville’s historic Music Row. He
acts as an ambassador for aspiring artists and creatives from L.A
to NYC and Nashville to Detroit by consulting with ASCAP,
BMI and SESAC and various entertainment companies.
Between appearances on his own shows, producing and writing,
Big Fella has been featured on “Fat Guy In The Woods,” on the Weather Channel, as
well as various roles in movies and television. He is currently developing television
shows for Dee Haslam of RIVR Media. Big Fella is the creator of FELLAVISION,
which now gives up and coming producers, writers and artists an outlet to become
entertainers, ambassadors and entrepreneurs.
Stephane Lecuyer - Former government Tax Auditor, with the
ability to identify business opportunities starting as a local
promoter setting the stage for a remarkable career that began in
College. Focusing on business fundamentals, Stephane has
charted a path in Hip Hop, Pop and R&B. Promoting shows
with Hip Hop luminaries such as LL Cool J and KRS-One led to
job opportunities with BMG and later CSM; powering the
machine behind multiple Juno Award winning Prozzak, and
later with 2x Grammy and 10x Juno Award winner Nelly
Furtado, Juno Award winner Divine Brown, multiple Grammy and Juno Award
nominee Tamia , Juno Award nominee Fefe Dobson, Juno Award winner jacksoul, Gold
record selling JRDN, Juno Award winning BET-TV host Keshia Chante, and American
R&B singer Tweet .
Coupled with these successes was his international touring experience and former role
as Vice President of Marketing and Communications for Jamaica’s Cable & Wireless
producing events in Jamaica and the Caribbean which landed Stephane and FULLCC
the opportunity to breathe life into The Next Step Live on Stage tour on behalf of
DHX/The Family Channel in 2015 with dates on deck for Australia and the UK.
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Lalabela: Strategy & Implementation
Talent Strategy
This talent strategy speaks to the approach Lalabela will use to sign talent directly.
 Increase number of artists signed.
 Develop and produce materials for current artists.
 Arrange touring for artists.
Content Strategy
The content strategy refers to how Lalabela will approach the
concept of current content and generating future content.
Specifically this is referring to monetizing content that is already
owned by Manhattan Center and using new events and talent to
create new content. As well how the content will be presented for
public usage.
 Increase amount of content by increasing amount of artists
signed.
 Delving into past content created onsite at events and in
studio.
 Marketing Content into new markets including YouTube.
 Live stream events online that do not fit traditional television profile.
content can also be recorded for later viewing increasing potential views.

This

Product Development
Product development is looking at all items that are created or marketed through the
Alliance. Specifically this is referring to the future potential for merchandise and retail
opportunities.
 Future goals include merchandise creation and retail space in-house.
Internet Strategy
The Internet strategy is looking at how the new alliance will be presented online through
social media and what online presence they will have. Specifically this is referring to the
existence of social media accounts and the creation of a dedicated online streaming and
hosting site.
 Social media presence on multiple platforms (Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, etc.).
 Dedicated staff member for creating, building, and maintain social media
presence.
 Focus on marketing and making content available online in different platforms.
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Marketing Strategy
The marketing strategy refers to how the alliance will be promoted to the public.
Specifically this is referring to traditional and non-traditional methods of advertising and
promotion.
 Traditional marketing (television, radio, physical ads) and online promotion.
Both styles can be used to promote traditional and virtual events and content.
 Social media can play a cost-effective part in marketing strategy.
Broadcast Strategy
The broadcast strategy refers to how the alliance will combine traditional television
offerings with modern digital and online formats.
 Traditional television offerings combined with online streaming of events.
 Online streaming maybe a cost-effective alternative to traditional television spots
for smaller or financial restricted events.
Event Development
Event development refers to how events can be used by the alliance to generate content
for future use.
 Increase number and prominence of events by reaching out to events of different
types and size of audience. Avenues like live streaming allow for nontraditional
events to be broadcast to interested parties.
Channel Development
Channel development refers to the Alliance utilizing current technologies to host digital
content.
 An online dedicated channel would be one way to provide prerecorded and live
streamed events.
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Lalabela: Concerns for Full Utilization
Studio 4
 Artist concerns: cost and size of the space does not justify the rates and
outweighs their revenue models.
 Partner concerns: expensive to operate, maintain and renovate or modernize.
 Console: generates a lot of heat, requires too much power to run and constant
air conditioning.
 Hammerstein Ballroom: event conflicts due to noise bleeding,
building and elevator access.
Studio 7
 Artist concerns: cost and size of the space does not justify the
rates and outweighs their revenue models.
 Hammerstein Ballroom: event conflicts due to noise bleeding, building and
elevator access.
 Grand Ballroom: event conflicts due to location creating access difficulty.
 Console: generates a lot of heat, requires too much power to run and constant
air conditioning.
Film Scoring
 Business Model: currently conflicts with event bookings due to perceived
value of high-budgeted corporation’s vs. low-budgeted artists. Thus the film
score bookings are in direct conflict with events and there are significant
challenges to create a quiet room within the venue.
TV2 Live Room
 Artist concerns: cost and size of the space does not
justify the rates and outweighs their revenue models for
cost effective video productions.
 Equipment: cameras outdated for today’s productions.
 In-house staff: very expensive.
Space Concerns
 9th Floor: access issues due to the elevator not stopping on the floor making it
difficult to bring heavy equipment to the floor, for wheelchair access, or for
those who have difficulty walking and conflicts with ballroom events.
 Renovation: the walls need cleaning, carpets replaced and heating issues
addressed.
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Financial Plan
The following tables, charts and projections reflect the activity goals for Lalabela along
with the pricing concessions Manhattan Center seeks to provide this Alliance
opportunity.
Project A Budget
A 3-month ideation project for music-minded entrepreneurs to hone their craft. The
program includes hands on mentorship with space and resources to write, practice and
produce their music. The $25,000 project fee is mostly covered by sponsorship
participation for publishing and distribution rights along with equity participation. Each
project culminates in a live recorded event in either TV1, TV2 or the Log Cabin. Lalabela
endeavors to initially produce two events in each venue in the first year of
implementation.

Project A
TV1
Event
Project Income
Incubation/Sponsorship Fee
Events
Live Streaming: On-Demand
Merchandising
Sponsorships
Advertisements / Commercials
Total Project Income

Log Cabin
Social

$ 25,000 $ 25,000 $ 25,000
$ 5.99
$ 10.00

1,500 $
250 $
$
$
$

Project Expenses
Venue Charges
Video Shoot, Record, Post-Production
Total Crew
Total Equipment
Total Post Production
Total Project Expenses
Gross Income
Revenue Share: Per Project
Artist / Estate
Manhattan Center
Lalabela

TV2
Show

16,173
4,500
10,000
15,000
70,673

$
$
$
$
$

$ (10,000) $
$
$
$
$
$
Share
50.0%
25.0%
25.0%
100.0%

(24,710)
(3,900)
(20,000)
(58,610)
12,063

$6,032
$3,016
$3,016
$12,063

12,579
3,500
10,000
15,000
66,079

$ 8,985
$ 2,500
$ 10,000
$ 15,000
$ 61,485

(8,000) $

(6,000)

$ (24,710) $ (24,710)
$ (3,900) $ (3,900)
$ (20,000) $ (20,000)
$ (56,610) $ (54,610)
$ 9,469 $ 6,875

$4,735
$2,367
$2,367
$9,469

$3,438
$1,719
$1,719
$6,875
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Project B Budget
Manhattan Center & Lalabela mutually agree to sign, record and market artist(s) they
both have a vested interest in. Manhattan Center and Lalabela participate in the financial
investment of each project on the marketing, promotions and other expenses as identified.
Lalabela intends to produce one project in each venue in the first year of implementation.

Project B - MC / Lalabela Jointly Signed Artists
Hammerstein Ballroom
EVENTS INCOME
Ticket Income

Capacity

Seating Capacity
General Floor
Balcony 1
Balcony 2
VIP Box

60%
75%
75%
50%
Revenue
Taxes
Total Ticket Income

Other Income
Live Streaming: On-Demand
Merchandising
Sponsorships
Advertisements / Commercials
Total Other Income
TOTAL INCOME

3,500
2,310
535
535
120

Grand Ballroom

Sales

Capacity

Sales

1,200
1,386
401
401
60

8.875%

$
75
$
50
$
40
$
100
$ 146,063
$ (12,963)

75%

900

$

40

$ 36,000
$ (3,195)
$ 133,099

$
$

9.99
20.00

5,000
1,000

$
$
$
$

49,950
20,000
25,000
15,000

$

$ 7.99
$ 15.00

5,000
500

$ 39,950
$ 7,500
$ 10,000
$ 15,000

$ 109,950
$ 243,049

COSTS OF SERVICES
Alliance Costs
Advertising & Marketing
Catering - Rider
Rent (Venue)
Production Labour
Event Staffing/Clena-up
Sound and Lights
Video Shoot, Record & Post-Production
Total Crew
Total Equipment
Total Post Production
Parking
Front of House Security
Stage/Backstage Security
EMT
Total Alliance Expenses
EXPENSES
LEG Expenses
Talent Fee
Support act
Hotel
Total LEG Expenses
Sales Taxes

$ 72,450
$ 105,255

$ (12,500)
$ (10,000)
$ (5,000)
$ (4,500)
$ (2,600)
$ (2,500)

$
$
$
$
$
$

(2,500)
(1,500)
(3,000)
(3,500)
(1,300)
(1,500)

$ (24,710)
$ (3,900)
$ (20,000)
$
$ (6,000)
$ (3,000)
$
(900)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(24,710)
(3,900)
(20,000)
(3,000)
(1,500)
(700)

$ (95,610)

$ (67,110)

$ (50,000)
$ (15,000)
$ (1,400)

TOTAL EXPENSES
TOTAL EVENT NET INCOME
Artist / Estate
Manhattan Center
Lalabela

65.0%
22.5%
12.5%
100.0%

32,805

$ (20,000)
$ (5,000)
$ (1,400)
$ (66,400)
$ (6,489)

$ (26,400)
$ (5,601)

$ (168,499)
$ 74,551

$ (99,111)
$
6,144

$
$
$
$

48,458
16,774
9,319
74,551

Artist / Estate
Manhattan Center
Lalabela

65.0%
22.5%
12.5%
100.0%

$
$
$
$

3,994
1,382
768
6,144
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Project C Budget
Lalabela signs, markets, promotes and distributes artist’s that are brought in house by its
executives. The alliance will split the identified expenses on a project basis which may
include associated costs of recording, video/photo shoots and private performances by the
artists. Lalabela intends to produce one project in each venue in the first year of
implementation.
Project C - Lalabela Signed Artists
Hammerstein Ballroom
EVENTS INCOME
Ticket Income

Capacity

Seating Capacity
General Floor
Balcony 1
Balcony 2
VIP Box

60%
75%
75%
50%
Revenue
Taxes
Total Ticket Income

Other Income
Live Streaming: On-Demand
Merchandising
Sponsorships
Advertisements / Commercials
Total Other Income
TOTAL INCOME

3,500
2,310
535
535
120

Sales

Capacity

Sales

1,200
1,386
401
401
60

8.875%

$
75
$
50
$
40
$
100
$ 146,063
$ (12,963)

75%

900

$

40

$ 36,000
$ (3,195)
$ 133,099

$
$

9.99
20.00

5,000
1,000

$
$
$
$

49,950
20,000
25,000
15,000

$

$ 7.99
$ 15.00

5,000
500

$ 72,450
$ 105,255

$ (12,500)
$ (10,000)
$ (5,000)
$ (4,500)
$ (2,600)
$ (2,500)

$
$
$
$
$
$

(2,500)
(1,500)
(3,000)
(3,500)
(1,300)
(1,500)

$ (24,710)
$ (3,900)
$ (20,000)
$
$ (6,000)
$ (3,000)
$
(900)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(24,710)
(3,900)
(20,000)
(3,000)
(1,500)
(700)

$ (95,610)

$ (67,110)

$ (50,000)
$ (15,000)
$ (1,400)

TOTAL EXPENSES
TOTAL EVENT NET INCOME
Artist / Estate
Manhattan Center
Lalabela

75.0%
12.5%
12.5%
100.0%

32,805

$ 39,950
$ 7,500
$ 10,000
$ 15,000

$ 109,950
$ 243,049

COSTS OF SERVICES
Alliance Costs
Advertising & Marketing
Catering - Rider
Rent (Venue)
Production Labour
Event Staffing/Clena-up
Sound and Lights
Video Shoot, Record & Post-Production
Total Crew
Total Equipment
Total Post Production
Parking
Front of House Security
Stage/Backstage Security
EMT
Total Alliance Expenses
EXPENSES
LEG Expenses
Talent Fee
Support act
Hotel
Total LEG Expenses
Sales Taxes

Project C

Grand Ballroom

$ (20,000)
$ (5,000)
$ (1,400)
$ (66,400)
$ (6,489)

$ (26,400)
$ (5,601)

$ (168,499)
$ 74,551

$ (99,111)
$
6,144

$
$
$
$

55,913
9,319
9,319
74,551

Artist / Estate
Manhattan Center
Lalabela

75.0%
12.5%
12.5%
100.0%

$
$
$
$

4,608
768
768
6,144
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Albums Budget
Lalabela intends to produce eight albums in the first year of implementation.

Albums

Album Income
Album Downloads
Single Downloads
Extended Play
Vinyl Sales
CD Sales
Licensing
Sync Placement
Artist Sponsorships
Merchandise
Touring

Sales

Price

20,000
45,000
10,000
2,000
10,000

$9.99
$0.99
$3.99
$ 7.99
$ 8.99

Total Album Income
Album Expenses
Lalabela Expenses
Lalabela - Direct Costs
Lalabela - Personnel
Lalabela Rent
Total Lalabela Album Expenses

$ 199,800
$ 44,550
$ 39,900
$ 15,980
$ 89,900
$ 50,000
$ 10,000
$ 75,000
$ 25,000
$ 150,000
$ 700,130

$
$
$
$

Alliance Expenses
Marketing Budget
Video Shoot, Record, Post Production
Total Crew
Total Equipment
Total Post Production

(62,500)
(6,250)
(8,250)
(77,000)

$ (125,000)
$
$
$

(24,710)
(3,900)
(20,000)

Total Alliance Album Expenses

$ (173,610)

Total Album Expenses

$ (250,610)
-35.8%

Gross Income

$ 449,520
Share
60.0%
20.0%
20.0%
100.0%

$ 269,712
$ 89,904
$ 89,904
$ 449,520
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Proposed Manhattan Center Channel
The following scenario is built to convey potential revenue streams for a streaming
channel built on a platform such as Roku.

Channel / Streaming Income
Subscription
Advertisements - via Free Content
Commercials - via Free Content

Subscription /
Registration
Rate
Monthly
Annual
100,000 $ 2.99 $ 299,000 $ 3,588,000
24 $ 425.00 $ 10,200 $ 122,400
48 $ 695.00 $ 33,360 $ 400,320

Total Channel Revenue
Streaming Expenses
Subscription Expenses
Channel Development
Handling Fee (est via Roku)
Website / Hosting
Cloudhosting
Sales & Marketing
Advertising & Promo
Total Subscription Expenses
Commissions
Advertisements
Commercials
Total Commissions

$ 342,560 $ 4,110,720

30%

15%
15%

$ (12,500)
$ (89,700)
$
(150)
$
(175)
$ (7,500)
$ (2,000)
$ (112,025)

$
$
$

$ (150,000)
$ (1,076,400)
$
(1,800)
$
(2,100)
$ (90,000)
$ (24,000)
$ (1,344,300)

(1,530) $
(5,004) $
(6,534) $

(18,360)
(60,048)
(78,408)

Channel Expenses

$ (118,559) $ (1,422,708)

Net Streaming Income

$ 224,001 $ 2,688,012
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Channel Partner: Conclusion
Channel Considerations
It will take time to build and monetize a robust channel with an active community.
Developing and marketing the brand to convey a relevant value proposition to a broad
audience and catch the eye of viewers to tune-in. This accomplished through strategically
curated content from multiple partners. While events and concerts can be aired and
monetized immediately, keeping viewers on the channel and having them return is what’s
necessary to expand the subscription-based revenue model. Steps toward monetization
are to include the following components:





Free content to interest viewers to take a look – relevant and diversified content
Exclusive subscriber-based content – owned, co-owned and licensed content
Live streamed concerts and events – music, film and educational programs
On-demand videos after the concert and event – reformatted for future views.

By 2017, video will account for 69% of all consumer internet traffic, according to Cisco.
With online video quickly becoming a key means for people to satisfy their information
and entertainment needs. Engaging with multiple Channel Partners with quality content
covering subjects to include entertainment, business and education provides Manhattan
Center with the content it needs for a successful subscription-based channel.
Development Cost Considerations
The next steps are to assess requirements for the development of this channel and its
deployment. The resultant platform requires a minimum infrastructure to deliver the
brand internationally with no concerns for bandwidth or any other restrictions.
If the development talent does not exist internally, an industry professional need be
engaged to review the current infrastructure then provide a recommendation for
streaming, storage and delivery methods to various devices and platforms. Industry
branding, marketing and sales professionals need also be engaged to build a robust
outreach program from relevant print through all social media. We have budgeted
$150,000 in the projections for startup costs to initiate this strategy. Ongoing costs are not
determinable at this time.
Fan Base Development
Second to subscribers and key to this strategy are fans, who are more loyal in that they
don’t only subscribe, but they actively drive their tribes to the platform. Manhattan
Center will rely on Channel Partners and their talent to grow their fan bases while the
Partners will rely on Manhattan Center to develop a channel that is accessible, intriguing
and cost effective. A win / win for each Partner.
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Recommended Implementation Strategies
Implementation Specialist
Utilize an outside objective party to assist in assessing the future staffing needs of the
organization to work with Channel Partners, identifying first existing personnel and then
seeking outside individuals to fill identified roles. Combining an Implementation
Specialist at this stage could be instrumental for the President as his focus will be
required for the transformation process from the existing corporate culture into one that
can support resident and non-resident Channel Partners.

Brand Promise and Positioning Statements
A branding expert should be employed/retained to assist with a branding strategy for each
Channel Partner. Combining logos and creating a branding message that both resonates
and positions both parties appropriately in their respective ‘best light’ will be
instrumental for leveraging the combined relationships. Depending upon how many
relationships Manhattan Center decides to engage, you will want to ensure your brand is
not diluted along the way. This is not meant to change Manhattan Centers’ logo, but to
position the Partner logo with it ensuring each brand is not diluted.

Cost Effective Product Placement Strategies
There is an opportunity to use brand marketing to replace and enhance equipment in the
studios and the ballrooms. Trading free advertising for the brands that provide equipment
upgrades would allow the Center the opportunity to address a number of the challenges
and weaknesses without incurring exorbitant costs.

Content Delivery Infrastructure
Engaging a service provider for delivering content over multiple streams (i.e. Roku,
Apple TV, YouTube, and proprietary sites) may require backhauling currently available
media content into one central location (i.e. a cloud server), to deliver the content to
several channels, ensuring any conversion or transcoding needed is accomplished and
bandwidth issues addressed. As well as designing an infrastructure to receive new
incoming media from the studio, and delivering it out to the content delivery channels
(Roku, Website, YouTube, etc.) in formats to include recorded, live and on-demand
streaming.
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Projections
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